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THOUGHTS ON OUR PRESENT DISCONTENTS 

. Robe rt K. Me rton 
i 
I 
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It is good to be with you today and. to me. something of a 

surprise. For soo;n after I accepted the generous invitation oi YOU1' 

president. it did not seem that I would manage to get here. That it turned 
, . . . 

out otherwise. lowe entirely to the compassionate. luarvelously inventive 
. . \ 

\. 
and life-saving hands 01 my surgeon. HoHoll Farr. There is. incidentally.! 

, : ' . ' 

nothing quite like a massive intimation of mortality for achieving a 

deepened sense of concern with the world to which one returns and a 

deepened ·sense•. too, of detachment from it. In a way. that is one of the 

themes I want to put before you this aitel~noon: the profound need, in these 

harsh and strenuous times. forthe exercise of both compassionate 

involvement and rational detachment in dealing with our public troubles. 
I 

I 
. I 

Concern without rationality is. inept sentimentalism; rationality without 

concern. callous manipulation. Now. perhaps more than before. we have 

an urgent need for both compassion and reason. 
• 'L • 

. Ponder for a moment this innocent-sounding phrase. "now. 

more than before.," Comparing present and past, it hints at an historical. 

perspective. Yet for many. ours has become an age which is ahistorical, 

if not downright anti-historical. Even the immediate past is pushed out 

of mind. To many. the Korean War and its aftermath in Joe McCarthyism 
"' ,.' 

,iare barely Imown. The eruption of Hitlerism and the tyranny of Stalinism 
. I 

, \" '. are assigned to a medieval past whUe the Great Depression and the first 
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World War are placed in a l.°emote a."'ld irrelevant antiquity. Only the 

immediate present and the pending future comprise the significant reality. 

The emergence of this limited time-perspective was f01."eseen, 

soon after the turn of the century, by t he historian, Henry Adams. He 

noted the increasing rate of technological and social change and prophesied, 

according to what he called the "Law of Acceleration, " that for an American 

,living in the year 2000 -~ee.sY~t-hg,...~ofcou~netrn~./ 

inJr,~ur®.iddi~~tha~-A""iii'eri:Cangv,ing-ifi\.t-h:e I'the...ye1~"'Zl>.oeli 
\ " 

19th century would stand on the san'le plane with the 4th century -- equally, 

childlike -- and he would only wonder how both of them, Imowing so little, 

and so weak in f01."ce should have done so much. " 
, .' , . 

,.. : . . . '"~ . 

Yet, deep in our bones, all of us .,;- even those who would 

. abandon historical perspective -- know better. We Imow that our age of 

disoontent is not unique. We know that many tim.es before us" have witnessed 

failures of nerve, 'deep crises of confidence and conditions of anomie. We 

hav~, only to listen to what sounds like a diagnosis of our own hard times: 
. 

••• zgovern~ent is at once dreaded and contemned; the laws
.' 'I''- are despoiled of their respect and salutary ten001"S; their, l.;.
 

, . inaction is a subject of ridicule, and their exelotion of abhorrence;
 
" rank, and office, and title, and all the solemn plausibilities of 

the world,' have lost their reverence and effect; our foreign 
politics are as much deranged as our domestic economy;. ° . 
vve know neither how to yield nor how to enforce; halodly 

-, anything above, or below, abroad or at home, is sound and entire; 
• ,j' 

disconnection and confusion, in offices, in parties, ·in families, .• 
in the nation, prevail beyond the disorders of any former time: 

"') 
, " these are facts universally admitted and lamented. 
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Only the stately and faintly archaic language signals us 

: that this is not really a description of America in 1970 but one of England 

i:r	 · in 1770, as setout by, Edm'Wld .Burke in his "Thoughts on the Cause of the 
. . .... '.~. . . 

.', 
. "	 Present Discontents." 

"'" 
~.. 

. BUloke thus	 bears witness that ~ pl'esent discontents are 

. :~ .. , · new only in scope and detaU,n ot in kind. It would only be tedious to list 
\,,. 

the familiar inventory of the discontsnts shared in some measuJ,°e by
 

.Americans of every type and station•. Listed in all detail, that inventoloy
 

would be enough to occupy all the COlUml1.S of all the editions of the New" \ '(
 

.~-: ·York Times for a thirty-one-day month. Still, some reminders are in
 
" 
'I 

· order for us this day. 

Above all else ifn urgency is the immoral and undeclared war 

;i , 
in Southeast Asia, destructive of all values except the spurious one of' 

saving face. Even now, the historical record shows that this war without 

'." ~;: . " 

" commitment wat;J continuously recognized as a cumulative dioaster. ,As 

early as 1962, .before any American combat troops were in Vietnam, . 

. " 't	 ,.	 Averell Harriman and John Glbraith sent a memorandum to President 

Kennedy urging him to cut back OU1" "growing military commitment" which, 

they prophetically o~served. "could expand step by step into a major, . long 

drawn-out, indecisive mUitary involvement" with "the consequent danger 

[that] we shall replace the French as the colonial force in the area and '. 

. ....	 bleed as the French bled." Reason and compassion spoke in a united 

voice but, as we have cause to Imow, they did not prevail. I dloaw upon 
j •. 

.~ ;;,- o,nly one other instance anticipating the cumulative nature of the Vietnam 

disaster, this one not because of its importance but because I know it well. 
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In the middle of the 1960s, when the polls were stUl showing the great 

U1.aj0 rityof American students ill' support o(the~"ar, ten of us on the' 

Columbia faculty were in private correspondence with President Johnson 
'.,.	 . 

stating the case ior his' adopting a policy of "painful candor" which would 

hal', all buildupo{ troops in Vietnam and indicating, step by step, the, 

reversibility of the war toward an early negotiated peace. But this president 

too listened to ~iS' military advisers e~~gagedinannouncingbrilliant:' ' ", 

successes and impending victOl-y. 

-t , As a violation of the public conscience, the war in Southeast 
. -	 . . 

Asia may be the ongoing event that has triggered our discontents. Even SO. 

it has been only the imr~ediate occasion. Profoundly underlying all else" 

, I believe, is the centuries-long ~"nmorality of the cruel, coarse and ugly i 

suborilination of the Negro in American society. The troubledconsciez:1ce ' 

of dominant whites and the ~eep-rooted,resentment~f dominated ,~la,CkS\\\ 

,,' 
r, , have been gathering force for genel-ations. But only now have' these disc~ltents ' 

,	 , , " ':, I., 
.	 'I
 

.', ,
 \ 
coalesced into irreversible action for changing the institutions of our \ 

\ 

\ 
society that have allowed these unprincipled inequities to persist. , \ 

, .' , . AUothe.rsocial movements in our unquiet times --to a deg~ee~·· 
I':,". I. 

. .' 1 . 

.	 i 1:1' . abroad as well as at home • - have drawn inspiration and example. from the '\ \ 
.'. :', 

,	 \ 
\ \ 

. various Black movements as prototypes. The movements against povel-ty, \ i 

\ \ 
::.\, \ 

the variety of student movements." the reactiv~ted women' s movements~ \.,1.\: 
"	 ' 

,	 ' \\\'. the movements for restoring our polluted environments of air" water, 
.\\ 

\:' 
I., )',~ <:,; :~.:: . earth and sound -- all these and more have been energized by the discontents 

''I', ' 
, ',,;ft' ,', • 

. . .~
 

~
 . .- centered onthe abolition of racism~ 
'. !/. "" 

" : ~ ".' r: .. ' 
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4Yet all this confl 0nts us with a question, not an answer. What 

accounts	 for the multitudinous expressionol discontent in the t~multuous 'siA"ties
I'
, 

in contrast to the almost silent 'fifties? Alter all, the 19506 had its war too. Nor·ir· 
::'-·,·:T'
 
~>-:,{ . 

. '. < - • 

was it a	 small one. The three years of the Korean Wal' resulted in a million and 

.. :. 1;-·:·- :::s::::~::::':::::~:::::::t::::::t::::::::::::::,~
 
1:: pared with the 43,000 killed in the eight years of the present war. And yet it did 

"f: rl:' . not lead to that erosion of public trust in our governors which has occurred in 
1 
~: 

. I 

this past decade of an undeclared war without moral commitment. 

. 

J~ 
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. . 

What else has evoked our presentdiscontents? 

. . 

.Have things actually 

":f "worsened so much in the past decade? Has racial discrimination drastically 
, . 

. , 

J,r' 
i' 

, '. 1 • • 

expanded. has povertydeepened, have women been more downgraded and 
I 
h" . 

students increasingly prevented from speaking theil' mil1.d and taking action?f i~;,I*:: . 
c.,e'<-, (, " i
i .' ", i;. To ask the question is almost to answer it. By almost avery available i.."1.dicatol·,
C"::l~',
 

I ··~l~ .
 which I do not try to itemizcilere, discrimination and inequalities have remajned

r<.lf
 much the same or actually lessened. 
." . II ,.... i; 

i I:; .. It is not,I venture to suggest, a newly acute deterioration in the
f '~

l-cl.. structure and practices of our society which is producing our present discontenl!~,~ 
f.:,:··tt::.=;:' Rather, it is the emergence of a new sensibility. Having raised our sights and \.. 
\,'::'~l:t,;· .	 '. \.'. 
[ '.'.' .'IV;t::>	 moral expectations, we become more sensitive to the long";existing ineqUities\\\. 

in our societyand to its imperfectly realized potentials lor a huraane life. In ,\ 
. . .	 , . 
..'	 ".'. 

growing	 numbers,' we Americans direct our critical attention to thewealmesses 
. ~ " 

;.,."	 ... ! 

': .... 
of our society just as we have long directed our admiring attention to its strengths. 

.'-", 

\ ~.' 

In thil;i process of collective seli-scrutiny, the more we demand of our society,," 

--------------'- 
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the more faults we naturally fi."1.d. And we are becoming an exceedingly 

,demanding people and a self-cdticalsociety. What was goodenough' before, 

in the forln of convenient con'1promise with principle, is no longer judged 

. '. . ' 

'good enough today. New pdorities of values a4'e in the making. ' More and 

, more Americans, even some of those in the halls of Congress, are stb:l"ing 

, themselves out of a complacency induced by the fat and p:i:'OEJpel·ous years " 

to ask the ha1"der questions: affluence for what? for whom? and' what beyond 

affluence? 

For all its inevitable errors and evitable excesses, about which 

I shall have something to say in a moment, the new sensibility entails an 

enlarged sense of collective responsibility for what take s place, in society. 

,", Above all else, it exacts increasing accountability. ' It l4cquires a public 

"accounting by those who gover-A OUl4 ol4ganizations and direct our insti',utions. 

for it takes with a new seriousness the' old idea that every private enterp:i:'ise 

is invested with a public interest. Organi:zations in every sphere -- business 

and religion, education and politics. ,sci~nce and tec1mology -- are being 

held accountable for acts of commission and omission to a degree not 

Imown before. And at least the most authentic eJ.>-ponents of tho new· 

"_,, , ' I,', sensibility know that this cuts both ways: that they. the public cl"itics, a1"e 

. also to be held accountable for their acts of commission and omission. They' 

. do not ask for a double standard in which the others are to be held to the 
".. 

': standards of a moral discipline While they aW allow themselves to escape 
, , . 

accoun'.:ability. "" 

I'"' 1\' 

.~ ',' '. , .. It is no easy matter to fathom what has made £01," this new 

.. ..senaibUity. ~t least two major and related processes seem to have 
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contl·ibuted greatly to it: the vast expansion of technological capacity and 

'. the vast eArpanEiion of higher education., ' (I shall ,have only a little to say 

about the first and somewhat nlOxe about the. second. ) , In a sense which 
, 

. is dimly felt rathex than ploecisely measured, the growth in OU1· ever,": 

expanding technological capabilities' is outrunning the growth in our, achieve

ment of a hur.c~ane life. ,The enlal·gemeni: of technical capacity often scems , 

only to widen the gulf between what we ,~ do and what we in fact do. It
 

, oft~n provides only vastly imp140ved means to progressively tl"ivial ends.
 

'. ~'fhe gulf be twe~n the newly possible and the actual makes for coll~ctive 

discontent. That perhaps is the parable we should read in the popu~ar 

ambivalence so often expressed toward thehistoxic moon-walk: coll~ctive 

pride in the accomplishlnent mingled with collective irritation that the s~me 

•magnitude of resourc~s and 014ganized talent are not p;iX bei.nz put to • 

;,:efiective ,use to solve problems here on earth. . .( 

~ .' . 
, ,
 

I
 

.' "..; " t.:; , As an e:h-pandi."lg technology contributes to our discontent by", 
. ( . 

. '. '•. it' 
enlarging our sense of what could ]>e, vastly expanding higher education,'

C'}~~ with all its manifest deficiencies, contributes by enlarging our sense of 

what should be. Colleges and Wliversities have long been both tl°ansmittel·s \
 

.'. and critics of intellectual traditions and cultural values., They have made lor
 

both continuity and change. But now, apparently for the first time, the scale
- . 

of mass higher education has reached a critical mass which makes, 'the ":"',;·l' '.' J'..... decisive diifel·ence. " We now have more than Geven million college students 
.'--~:. r" " 
~, ',•.•.Ij.: .'....•.. ,....,...:. yinoutthhiSOfCOCWOlltleXgYealaOgneea·r:Vm~aCrOellaePgPel:.40aChing the point where ab'nost hali the 

I .. ~ '. '" These and the gro\~ing millions of theil4 j 

)~'l;,L' ..... 
counterparts around the. world are in part a response to the technical n~eds 

(}-V:_,~ ..... of increasingly complex societies. But in another part, they are not so m.uch 

·····F 

.. ~~~H 



trained servants of the society as it is but educated cl°itics concerned with' 
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society as it should be. And as the millions of student cumulate into tens of 

Inillions of graduates, many of them endowed with thisnew hwnane orientation, 

they becolne the instruments of profound institutional change. 

I have ,suggested that the core of ideas and values in the new 

sensibility are anythigg .but nevI. The attack on that composite of race pl-ejudice 

and race dlscdrnination known as loadsm was. mounted decades ago (and, Inay i 

say without undue trade-union chauvinism,' mourited pdr.Ldpally by sociologists 

and anthropologists investigating the myths ofradsm). For decades,scientists 

have worked to find out the ecological consequences of technolog~r and have 

4shown how it often disrupts entil e ecosystems. But in terms of a large-scale 

The scope and intensity of collective action were not yet enough to realize the 
. the numbel- of ' 

required changes. Their time had not yet come in part because/those being 

educated in this knowledge and perspective was still too small to exert a 

preponderating, influence and because 50 many of them wen'l reaching out 

principally to b0tter their own economic ~'ldsocial condition. It had not yet 

reached a cl4itical mass (in the double sense of the tel·rn). But iuctwith the 

growth in nurnbers of tht"l comparatively weU';'to-do -- not to say, opulent -

'strata, more and moreo! their children h.ave concluded that access to a high 

. material plane of living is just not enough. In this, they aloe begLmingto bear 

a family resemblance to the occasional scions of the very :deh who find a life 

devoted to accumulating more richessim.ply dull and tUl-n their energi~s_~stead. 

"~ to public service. Able to afford the new sensibility, they are ready to work 

. "-,"- , 
:.: l.' 

' .... ;.:,." . 
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, . 
fO,r thG revamping of institutibns that will mOl·e fully incorporate 

values they can respect. 

And so there appears the now fan'liliar phenomenon: Wlpatronizing
"!.'.

, 

sons and daughters of the middle class seeking to identify themselves'II 

with the dispossessed. Oiten. this is registcl"ed by affiliaiiV"e symbols," r'iI,
, 

'. ~!b' " 
'I of speech, appeal·ance and dress. frorn the use of vernacular believed ,, r
 

rt
 
, 1;, to be indigenous to the POOl" and extending to the uniform of blue denim, 
"Ii .. 
"i " lavishly streaked with paint and laboriously "'VOl"n through at the knees.II, '
 

" fl''''
 .. - \ 
t These symbols are no occasion fOl· frivolous satire. They oHen express 

. - 't" . 

"j.. 

feelings that run deep, feelings of identification with those victimized 

by the social system. 

4To the distant outsidel the new sensibles are easily confused• 

with the small number of the new in"esponsibles. But thel"e is a great 

difference between theln, all the difference that matters. The newt,h; 
sensibles know that ends aloe inseparable fron'l the means adopted to 

, ' Ir':'" , 

~-';ll,- ' ' achieve them. They know that corrupt means corrupt idealistic ends. 
:'r',: 

I" . They Imow, too, that extremists of the dght anclextren1.ists of th~ left 

.i~ 
in e £feet join forces in an i.."lteractive cycle of destructiveness by adopting

,,":, ,Ji' .:~ , 
:r3'<¥:~:>.---:·_:_- ,.", the doctrine and the practice of 'anything goes. ' They know that those 'W'ho 

\<1 ..:.'::::::C:::dO::S::t:t:~::s ::i::i:::~:t:yc:::~.a.re of akmd with
 
:; ~:,":H,>.'. ' , . r "~ The new sensibles are radical in the strict sense of trying to 
- ...J,'-:',' .'"
" -- 'l/,< ,
::,;~,:Ht/' ','", get to the roots of our public troubles. of trying to get down to 
,,·,,::,;t" ,..;. i"C' 

:i£~t,.·•.·.•,..••..!." :::::et:t:~::t~:a:~~:::::::ti~e::~:nc::::::n:/:sOnlY 
..' j. '.. ... exhibit m' themselves "'hat they condemn mothers. These are the 
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irresponsibles 1."'1. every aspect. Demanding accountability irom othel's, 

,	 . . . 

they refuse to be held accountable lor theil' own behavior, either individual
 

or collective. For the old irresponsibility of laissez faire, they propose
 

to .5ubstitute the new irresponsibility o£nihilism. Exel'cising their right
 

to dissent, they deny others the opportlll'lityto dissent froln thera,
 

..	 imposing inntead the. tyranny of the. crowd, with hectoring taunts drowning
 

out authentic dialogue. Ostensibly concerned to do away with the vicious
 
. ", 

epithets of race and religion, they ~..vent a vocabulary. of hate all their own. 
. •	 , ' :., . I'. • 

PQi1Q'ltesting violence .abroad and at home, they take pride in their own 
.	 , ,. ; 

· violence, on and off campus. Opposing racism and sexism, they m.anage
 

to create a doctJ:i:ne of agism which pits the genel"ations against one anothei",
 

The unattractive seli-righteousness of some oi the old they replace by an
 

Wlattractive self-righteousness of, the young. Given to extl"emes, they
 

would replace gerontocracy by juvenocracy, rule by the very old with
 

· rule by the very young, unmindful that YO\U1g and old, black and white,
 

.. we, are all in this together.
 

(At this moment, .!. ar.a mindful of two things: that I have oW:lr

.run my time this afternoon and that Thomas Je!!eraon had some apt adv'ice:
 

" ••• nothing is more incumbent on the old [he wrote] than to know when they
 

should get out of the way and relinquish to youngel" successors the honors
 

·they can no longer earn, and the duties they can no longer perform." I 

!::thought this a splendid idea. when I came upon it back in 1950 but for some 
;, ~ '. ~', • ,: ;., • • • • \ < • •	 • .' • 

.. strange reason, asI Gtandheretoday,· it· seems a.<lmewhat less persuasive. ) 

'. "'~ \ 
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You of the graduating class can aptly say, in pal"aphrase ()f Eliot's 

Thon1.as Becket: "••• four years is no brevity, we shall not get th~6efou.r 

4yeal s back again." And an occasion celebrating these veal"s inyour,liyes� 

.clearly calls £01" a perol"ation. Here, then, is n:d.11e. It is for 
, 

us all 'to 
' 

,� 
,. 
I 

recognize the pl"ofound difference between the new sensibility, whichis..
. I 

our hope. and the new irr,csponsibUity, .which is our burden. c1Possess,ed bV 
. . . ' 

a belief ir", inevitable pl"ogress. we An1.ericans have long been a nation of ". . . . . . . ,. 

pollyar~nas; we need not now becom.e a nation of Cas·sandl"as•. Vole need not 

oscillate between an irrepressible optin'lism and an irrepressible pessimism. 

Othel" options for l"aising the quality of' civil life a:~7e open to us. And chief 

an'long these is the option provided by the authentic new sensibili"Y: the 

" option of being humane in our commi"men-ts, cl"itical in OU1" }jtdgments 

and compassionatei:n our practices. May we all exercise that option for 

" 

'.;- . 
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